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Preface

This paper results from my efforts to understand the proper

application of SPR (sequential probability ratio) tests, particularly

am they apply to mean time between failure tests of checkout and similar

equipment. ?q desire for such understanding grew from two beliefs. One,

that a valid, physical test of an item is still one of the strongest

tools we possess. Second, that I should be familar enough with a tool

as strong as the SPR test to be able to tell a project engineer what

the accuulated test hours buy.

lich of what I have learned an SPR tests is sumharised in tables

and appendices in the hope that they will be useful in practice. The

Table I summary of changes expected n an SPR test as the test para-

meters change could prove convenient. The flow chart of Appendix J gives

a suggested brute-force procedure for selecting a reasonable SPR test

and attempts to relate various sections of this paper to the procedure.

I especially wish to thank Professor H. Kepler for his advice

and encouragement during this recaent time of trial. He diligently tried

to prevent my striding off madly in rll directions. I can only hope

that I helped him succeed in that effort.

It wife also deserves a big share of any credit that this paper

may create though none of the blame that my oversights may generate, Her

tolerance of my recent disposition and work habits, and her help in pre-

paring this paper have been sgnal contributions.

Ben N. Theal
Ii
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O Producer's rik, P(Tpe I error), PrOeJeot No/% tm .).

B Coseer's risk, P(Type 33 error), P(Loospt HO91Z true).

A One of the declim boundarie In Silt test. aee aq 2.

B Mhe other do lin boundary in SPR test. See Bq 3.

AIN Bewod number of finures (e(r) in Hadbook H208 (W 18)).

3(t fteoted oaleadar eweting tia for a declaimn.

The mall qpotheuIa that T = To in thisa . (in effect
T >TO)

HI MIe alternate hpteis that T = 2n this Mer. (T < Ti)

k W~oiiaimratio TO9Z1 (notes reversed fm~ test, ratio here)

L(T) Probability that the lot will be aoopted given T tru.

MWF YM tim between falures T in this paper.

n Nober of Iten test or the impele alas.

O.0. OCePrting oarszoteriot.. L(T) vwoms T in the 0.0. cu, .

P(z/Y) Probability that z will occur given y is true.

r 1 'er of failures.

R Reliability or probability of no failure Sn the tim omaidewd.

an SequntiAl probability ratio.

t Tim of o*eatim, am.3de1 test, eto.

T Mean or average tim between failures.

To Haimnl a T of lot if No im ta . (Temd 0o in Wmdook Z.o,
tamd Ti In AU (Ref 33)).

TNMxutim T of lot if H1 s tr e. (Terwd 01 in lnook 1106
teod T2 In hAM=).
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List of mbl

TI/To Test ratio, (taured 03/% in Ridbook 108).

V(t) &m of test tim n all equipmt.

V(T) Expeted mua of test tim m all items if T is t..

V (T)/TO Expected sum of test time on all item if T in true.
Lq'e.sed in multiples of T0 .
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Abstract

This paper brieflJy discusses the need for reliability t..t, of

mission support aerospace ground equipmt (AM) such as checkout equip-

at. Mhe discuusions are aimd Primarily at the sequential probability

ratio (SFit) test for men time betemn failure (termed T in this paper)

determinationm when the distribution of failures an be amed e*cnen-

tial. Other distributionas are onl.y intioned. No specific chcot

equipmst is considered.

Smmmmy tables end charts are included In several area, in the

hCoe tMat they vini Prove useful In practice for seleoting an acceptable

SIR test. The following subjects are discussed: s iracn in setting

acceptakble tesft risks, condition under %ftch San tests are @pmrgriate,,

the theory of SF3 testa ad the resulting relationshipe used In SF3 tests

ofT# ad the expected qUltative variations in an SpR test iimu differ_

ant test parmter s r varied. It Is pointead out that the eowected faill-

uz'e nw.ber (AIM) charactetristic yields inoentive for the 0octraCtor to

6mAdt equpmt with T wl above the two valuaes of?,~q T3 ad TOp selected

&2 the decision 11101t parmetes of the test. As the true T increases

Above those test-establishing paraptere, the AIM and the sispected walt-

Ing tim decrease.

It Is concluded that Handbok 1(108, ~mmu

*reflects much of Fpstein 's work cc SIR tests ad, as ach,

x
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is an excellent reference for practical use. Data from that handbook

are manipulated to indicate that for specific asmnptians, a smqle

exponential relationship Wy be established between the expected test

time and the ratio of the two test establishing parameters T1 and T0 .

It I indicated that such a relationship could be used in conjunction

with cost considerations to lead to a simple mthod for selecting the

T1/T 0 ratio yielding lowest cost. The develpment of such a method in

not completed In this paper. A flow chart suggesting one iterative

procedure for selecting an appropriate SPR test for a particular prob-

len closes the paper.

XL
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8EQUETAL mStABI=T TM

APIM TO CWUJT BQUnIPET

Zia Importanoe of the probability that an item will work ium

it is need dapando an .1st the itm Is and haws it Is being used.

In m iLtary equimpt used in combat that probability or reliability

Is very Imortanto Usualrl, the probabilty of suoess should be hih

to mvy both lives and dollars,, but aiather the probabili~ty in high

or# due to teciwaloal or financial constraints, in low, the activity

respanaible for operstiml planning should imov hat sam measure of

that rellaieh3ty is* Proper apent m use of am low reliability

itm can lead to acceptable probability of acomp1iebng a partoular

0m16M. Knmledge of the true itm re]bdlity helps in developing

the proper oprmstional use prooedurt.

Aerompac Gond UBupmt (AM) suh " equimt umed to check-

Out an aicft or 21u0s1e betore a mama an certInly exerb a

strong Intlmnme tnhe probaUIity of xegaion macome. gmef ore,

mma maure of the AM reliablity should be knom to allow for

proper opetional us ad planng. a* mt comml usd w"jase

of relability is the itmos (MW n-tim-betm fi ), tommed

T In this Io. IFN m W9y to m~uae theT or to earne that it is

abovo e speciie vmlas Is to wse an RR (sequtisl probabiLity

MatiL) test to the IUS pthes that the T f an Itm is at lest

1.
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the pecified number, Am discased in the sectiom folloSngs the MR

test is uusal1y the fastest aid the least ipenIve toot for a partic-

ular risk level. t then leads to the pu-poso of thi pap e

Me purpose of this peor is as follo s

1. Locato or develop the beabomaod Informtim needed

to U-1to ut4p-b7-step prooedureu to be followed as a guide In select-

ing a reaNWabe SM teot of T (M) of oheoknat or other qu t.

2. Ft and hlt what ubould be caoidered in selecting

the r"k inav in an SI toot.

3. Obtain informtion on SM tout. euffiolmt to allow

e=lAin to oqdpmt project engineers wbat the tests om do for

their squSpaet.

4. Dotermine the etrct. of varying the difrmt

perimter of an S tout.

fti par Shan ooe the following general areS

1. M tests for T A=en the qdpmt fail=* dtri-

baim Is qpmential or govwnod b a oacnatant haard , rate. Ohe

tout. end distibatanu are mentim ed but we not covered.

2. he ge eal ituatimi aumd is that Sn vh a

reliability enginee or Project enner is requeuted to forml~uto

te reliabiUty test provia for a speoamo type of oeokmt

Nomt or other equmnt being proured br sephrate out'ot, not

2.
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as part of a systm contract. An aterntiv to this Is that the

enineer Is requested to ana3lme and oom nt on a omtractor-

proposed test plan for reliabdity dm statn.

3. To avoid Inms Idings It should be md clear

that no details of my particular oheckout equimit have been

included. A piece of checkout equipmt used in a critical qpplicato

usa kept in hind to direct the information and procedures developed.

301 oharaterStios of ohekomt equlmmt that should be cosidered

in reliability tests we onsideed in Apgmdzt H.

Lomgity or marout tests are not conawred. Mw test period

Is asumed to rmiin in the constant basard rate or flat portio of

the traditional bathtub owe.

2he veory Iport nt area of mvirontal testing Is not covered

ith the exception of the list of rem:nde in Appendix H. ohe acoel-

erating effect of stringent om,-nut on reliabilty tfts should

be a boon to reliability aotivities ihm data giving oorreatiom

factors becomes saalable, but no informatiom on such factors ms

found for this paper.

The following Iuprpah through 10 list asemeption that
aPPLY In this paper mad to the proesdwe described In this ppe:

1. Me huard rate Is constfao Carbrbt ms am of man

Indicating that the sUMPtiom is valit for smh G and

3.
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elctromohanioal equipmt, but that the aamzption bears questicning

each tim it in made (Ref 2:t120-125),

2. Toting Is ith rsplacmmt or with early repair of

failed it... and retuin to test. This i the noiwi procedure in

reliability t4sting by S1R tests since the vaiting tim in eipected

to be shorter than in the noweplaosemnt cae.

3 * Reduing test and vmiting tim ia a major i tian.

Lloyd and Ipow indicate that a oarepoaemit toot can not cost anre

thin a replaomant test althoug the replaemmt teat should reTuire

leas test tim (Ref 12:323). It is assmend that any cost diaeree

will be mre thmn offset by the earlier dtei1ian and earlier equip-

aunt deliver rey mting from a test.

4. an reliability and the mdii time have been directed

or established or can be estimted b the activity responsible for

the equiimnt.

5. Th item mmldon 1p the a~ls will be represetative

of the eatire lot rmtted for aeptae. if there are appreciable

tim UPg in Production between item or It there are design or pro-

e" ObWee from me equimt to mother, this a"s tma sheul be

kept In mind.

6. Contract quantities will be so mall that proutin

saapling techaique will be difficult or Impossible to appy. M

nwe of Item available for test are linited, and an acept or

reject decision unt be mad based cin the data and the tim available.

4.
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7. Usuaflly the umber of itms that can be made available

for reliability testing is Limi~ted - every one available will be used,

If n, the uamp~le sises am be varied, then that variability should be

added to the flow chart, of Appendix J in the sarch for a satisfactory

teat plan.

8. Adequate test procedure. and facilities have been

developed are saalable, and will be used during reliabdlity teuting.

A teat to demntrate reliability must have a rational relationship

to the expected use of the iteum. This is a very iqorbant asumtion

and deserves attention in writing the reliability test provisions. A

generator may have a very long time-between-failure characteristic

itien it in tested as a doorstop.

99 One of the mjor tas of reliability personnel Lu to

sell1 Project engineers on the value of reliability tests. Directives

and laws, as In prohibition,, civil liberties, and the like, mey force

the otiona of reliability principles and practices being applied.

But that application ill not be fully effective until the person who

should be best able to pinpoint the potential trouble areas, the pro-

ject engineer, Lu sold on the value of reliability tests to his

10. It is further assumed that the reader of this paper has

at least a moderate knowledge of reliability pratices, is interested

in using SIR teat to save test time, and desires to have infomrton

to hel1p convince project engineers that SIR tests are more than metic-

ulous mensurations by mendacious magicians.



Clete reliability program require teat or deosrtOnf

a quantitative measru. of reliability and a formal reliability organ-

isation with adequate procedures and practices all monitored by the

buer. =Ai# naturally, brings up~ the frustrating question of how

=maL should the organization be for a large contractor and how large

should it be for a small contractor? The answer to that Is wel beyond

the scope of taiu paper.

Regardless of the size of the reliability organization In the

ontractor 'a plants mne rule in valid; a requfremut without a valid

test or doemostration is not a requirement - it is a request, Mbe

requrematesection of a specification or exhibit my canl for pond

reLiabilty, but it will man little if the test section does not

includ a good test for the requirement.

Owe contractor will sensibl.y design and produce primarily to

pas the tasts that control whether ida product is accepted or rejected.

No mtter what the process ad practice controls are, the crucia

polat is the acceptance test. Process and practice controls should be

used as substitutes for a pIbwical test of the itm aony whna suit-

able test or test facility is not available and vh it ine truly

known what processe and practices Insure the item characteristic

deired. Certainly, few people claim to )mov exactly what processes

and practices Insure reliable equiyomt in moat areas. zerisnoe in

bridge building and structmral, engineering has indicated the safety

6.



factors that reduce the probability of failure of many stationary

structures to low levels, but such knowledge is not Yet available

for zmy Air Force Procurements whiere reliability is still a 3cr

concern. Theref ore, whenever design and process controlo ane not

adequate to insure the reliability needed# a reliability test mist

be conducted.

Rdal- I~ Cots if two different test plans give the same

protection against errors of Judgement or against wrong decisions it

is an engineer's responsibility to choose the loassexpmnsive test if

all other considerations are equal. This leads to SIR tests. An de-

scribed later, SIR tests usually save time over conventional tests.

1111 MA
Wld devised sequential analysis in March and April 194j3 to maet

the need for methods of obtaining reliable conclusions from limited

data.a The method wans for application to problem of ana2lyzing combat

experience, military operations , and development problems. At that

time the method was classified due to its high value. The classifica-

tion was dropped Sn 1945 (Rf 14:). Since that time much effort and

literature has been devoted to sequential teste, or OIR tests an they

are commonl referred to. Notable in the efforts on SIR tests,9 partic-

ularly for life testing under the exponntial or Poisson case, has

been the work of Professor B. Astin. Sequential tests are a natural

developsiant starting with single sampling plans, to double sampling

plans such as those of Dodge and Romig, to maltiple sampling plan,

7.
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and than to SPR plmm allowing for somthing aproaching a contlinous

probability of a dociasi to accept or rejoct.

The fo3lo>wng general approach in used in this paper: what cansid-

eratioms influuoe the risksi, vhm e S tests appropriate, vhat Is

the basic theory of Sn tests of eaponenttal t tm hat does

analysis Am the test parameter interactions to be# and what is a

reasonable procedure to follow in selecting an SPR teat?

8.
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The probime of primry Interest are those Involved in draming

lafermoes about the true characater of a paoplatiou dm cm4~ l1.itd

* data are avalable. Me particarm sort, of 14stribuim of failures

in aomeds but the problem and risks Involved are similar in a3l

attaqfts for smob Infermos. In reliability testing it is 1suaLy,

as baa's, assumd that the ditlxiuof fa±2xurom obeys an .~pametial

2meor, aw. qwecfical3Wy bas a ocestont hazard rate. If tru# the

ed4tribitim is goaxne by onl~y m yazinte, T.

In settifg the ammling risks aid the smodtades of the related

parint r to be estimted, the basic ocslderatimm are s5mlar for

any test plan for testig Iqpotheses. The mgdiadm mist, in guwierl

be not by the magineerlng or the operatiamal problan Involved. M

risks mnst be set b7 sba4 or jiudgmet of the pamIties to be inoured

If wrra of decliim a's suds. Setting the ,ams of the b~pothesis

to be tested and selecting the acceptable risk levels omoan reliabdI1

ity and project mg~ews, detbw in preparing a test plan to be

inolade. In a omta'at or In saa3uin a ocmtz'otor-propcsed test plan.

Sams of tAe basic csdztsaprrIat n selectig such test-

plan oharacteriatlca are discussed In the next few seotims.
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As Wald points out the perfect test would yield an operating

characteristic similar to that ahm in Figure 1 (Ref 15:27). If To

veo eoe value of a charateritAc T of the items to be tested# the

test uld reject all lots with T les than To and would accept all

lots with T greater than To . As mtioned previou5mly T is MW heres

but, in general, T could be anmy obasteriatio such as tensile

strnth. Bran f the buyer could establish a number for To very

aocurately, the test for much high discrimination would require 100 $

Inspection end even that much effort would probably not yield an

abditty to dismriminate between good and bad lots as sharp as that

shoum in the figure. Smea eroe aoIe would foare the vertical line

to m imnte o ape OWe 173).

In specifying a particular characteristic there vi usually be

ae" of prferem and degres of preference to accept or reject

item of various T valuesa. in Figure 1 the buyer would prefer to accept

all lots to the right of T nd to reject al lots to the left.

Figure 2 Indicates that the preference to reject or accept would in-

crease am the actual T (T true) deviation from, To increses. perhap

T slightly belo planned (To) would not reduce xyatem effeatTvenes

Nh. The prefOrmnce to reject would be low. If T wee much lo

t To the lot might be worthless or detrimental to the buter end the

prefieree for rejectin ww"d be very strmg. an same sort of ream .

ing wld aply to the highT side with strng preferoe for aoeept noe

10.
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1.0.

L(T)

Prob.
Accept
110
Oiven
T true

o T T tra

Fig. 1

Perfect O.C. Curve

Desire 0
or

Degree
of

Preference

0 T TTo T true

Fig.2

Reject and Acnept Preferences
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an itmm sprecabl' better then T€. Probably neither preference line

Would be linear and there would be no necessity that they be the sam

mhape, but the trends should be as indicated.

setn V . A sketch lAWIr to ftgure 2 edght 1mlV the

bwe In establishing the a( and d rik. For am particular T,

below To prference to reject could be mot. This could be te reslt

of 89 Dort of trade-off or ecenme sudy, but a iS, 05-

t~ngE V~i~g r~et-e S Acceptance Leto points out,

dollar valus are often difficult to set for such preference points

O€f 17:9). The preference to reject at a specific T, will primully

be based on the judgment of the byer concerning the iportane of

the item and the amount of trouble to be e3"eoted if lots aooepted

are s bad as T1 . At sn point To a preference to accept can be

estiated, primariy on jugment again.

The two preference points can be converted to a form of mn O.C.

CUMe " sketched in Figure 3. At point T i the preference to reject can

be called 1-A where A Is thu probability that lots with T actually

equal to TI will be accepted. 1-4 will be the probability that such

a lot wll be rejected, Ths could be considered a form of onfidence

statMnt in that the buyer wou be Pire that no more than 100 (,J) %

Of all the lots accepted would have a T actally less than T. At To

the preference to accept am be called 1- 0, the probability that a

lot with T equal to To will be accepted. The contractor wil bare

quite mom Interest in thi point since o( in the probability that

12.
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tif

Dep"e of
Preference

L(T) to Reject,

Doese of

to Accept,
1 -o

T

T true

Fig. 3

Mlei - and J In 0.0. Cumw
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that the saw lot will be rejected. If th. test were to aware accept-

ing lots with low oharacterlatiop for *=Wle if the abscissa, represented

fraction defective or Probability of failing before #am specific tim,

the slope of the 0.0. curve vsuld be reversed.

£1pd t4WK4&

Going to a higher !T 0 ratio or to a lover 4d risk ioproves the

discrmination of the tost. That is it improves the testis ability to

separate good from bad lote. It samsw that the sno 4 risk should

not apply to all, sorts of equiment - so's are more critical then

others., HOinvs, if it Is desired to retain the normally accepted 0.1

for 4 for equipmts of different criticality, the 0.0. amcures can

be used to represent many T1, A points as sm equivalent Tl,, A

equal 0.1 Point. Ti1. the low T value that is to be accepted only4

portion of the tim. cmn be changed In combination with 4 as discused

below.

Referring to Figure 4#, sar sows particular ocabinatica of T, and

4Is being considered, and it has been found that the uipected test

tINs Or costs are too "ig. The curve 0.0.1. describes the acceptance

proablitesassociated with the test. Decreasing the slope of the

0.0. curve from 0.0.1 to MeCn will decrease the eqmeod test time

As ohms, if a risk of acepting Tji iten as high as,4 am be tol-

erated, TI and the new Am, describe the two low points for the mew

test described by 0.Cn. omaver, that am. 0.C-n test OUR just As

weln be described bY the original d and a new lover Ti.,n read from

I24.
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from the O.C.n curve. Useful 0.C. curves can be fomd in Handbook H108j

Sthe bAmmential g~dg ) (Ref 18:2.13-2.16).

Hol at 0..If an est-imte con be made of the lover T1

which the buyer can tolamte, but the associated 4 is other thn the

oammonly used 0.1, an equivalent T1 at d equal to 0.1 can be found

from tb .C. c ves as desor~bed above. The new T1 , 4 c -, yield a

tost equivalent to that desired. Also, if it is de~ured to speak only

of a high ,nmered T1 for a particular tot, .& am :,e s t high.

The Ipred of T from and the associated -,e md . acceptable

risks 4 alsOur s ng plns to be used. If the population T is actually

Ti, onl 0 c, all much lota id.11 be accepted on the average. If the

Tin actuallyT, only01 of such lots vili be rejeted an the aver-

age. When Ti and To are Ter2 oe and the related peferences for

rejection and acceptMnoe are very small the test mnt qroSh the

perfect O.C. cu e S9uh a tast would be very costly mien the it

and the tests Were veM sMPle. If testing is destructive moh a

sharPly dicrinifnating test would allow but few items delivered - anrt

Of thm would be deStrqed in tsting. Iherefore, a text plan nt be

selected that Is, as uost tKg on this earth, ern cqop ise betwem

the dese for low risk of error and the oosts of gettng low risk,

&psndiz F lists son of the points to be considered in ohoosing or

accepting theA and 8 rismk for a particular test.

36.
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Selectinf Si

Te considerations of risk discussed above apply to any sort of

test Involving saping. Thq apply to single sap3l.ng tests such an

those described by MI.-D-1050 8winx Proow W Tables for

Is tm Aatt esp and to the life tests terminated at a pro-

assiped tim or at a preassigned nudmer of failnre suh an those

described in the first sectios of H108 (Ref 18). Tests such as these

are termed convutional tests in this pper. he consideratiams also

apply to M tests with the difference that often the SPR te" wl

give the use risk for less Inspection or time. FIgure 5 Illustrates

the expected reduction In oalendar miting tim for a decision when an

OIR test Is used rther then a conentionl prassigned tim test. In

generals the =I test in preable.

In testing onl for oatastrophic failures that are not self-

repairing a preassIed tim test could be preferable to an an1 tet.

In a preamssled time test the nober of nasureits md during the

test time owald be reduced to a few or even to only one masurnt

at the end of the preassiged tim. If each nmursmnt to be ade is

omlIe and eqi ve, the maesunt cost of the presmniged tim

test might be reduced toint o offset the shorter empected

witnug time of an an test. m r t durin the test are mumtry

In ai tests.

Howev s Items such m oheckmt equIpmt an error that Um to

be oomted s a failure ny ow Often duri the test period but mm

17.
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Note: 00C. curve for each plan gives
Toof 1500, o( of o.o5

T1 of 300, 64 of 0.10
Approidmtely Code B-4& of Plandbook H1088

T2J/? of 0.2o5.
Both tests below are with replacement.

H mjnat at Preas~ e Tm

TIM

SPR Taot

20

0 5 I 1300 Ttrue

TO

Fig. 5

SPR Teat Savings in Test Tm

(Frotu Rat l8s2.68)

18
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not occr at sam preasaiped test tim. Therefores a preassi~ed tm

test my iss many errors that occur during the test period. asurs-

mnts during the test period must be rode at am frequmcy related to

wpected service use or awt be ad ocntinumnly if practicable. For

such uurinte an B teat will give a shorter expected witing

tim ad maurinwt cost than an euivalent strength preassipied tifm

teat.

If the muur ta to be made are simple and Ineqmaive, any

advantag a preassped tim test might have became ese Appendix 0

lits other cowddratigmn In selecting a test.



MI. SPR Tests

The sequential probability ratio teat is usial3. an exoellmnt

method of obtaining a specified amoamt of information with a Iminim

amt of testing. The SIR used is particularly appropriate MMa the

e~centaldistribution can reasonably be assumed sinoe the mne pop-

ulation charutristic,, T, siaqplif ie the teat.

Do'm the SM

Appendix A gives the procedure for developing the spR and the

decision criteio to be used. The interial there is similar to that

foomd In the literature with saw clarifications. Appnix B 411uatraten

the developmnt of the A and B (decision boudariee of the basic SpR

inequality) And P( and A reationahips in the decision criteria.

fpecific OIR tests can be devloped for an infinite nwa~e of oo0dbna-

tions of s4 and A risks, and T1/To teat ration if desired. nboee

three paMRamters., the two risks and the teat ratio, are sufficient to

coMPletelY deecribe a test. The need for great detail in specifrying

the pazremters to hairline differences from existing teat plane is

quationable mlese large lots of continuaous production a"e involved.

5108 (Ref 18) givee inny test plane for a wide selection of of- and

test ratios. In those plane 4 is unully set at 0.1, but A eq~ained

earlier, the 0.0. awree an be used in conjuction with chenges In T1

to give a wide rang of A rUlE. It is strongly recomnaded that MW0

20.
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plans be used whenever possible to simplify the cacltosneeded

and since W gives the related 0.0. curves.

Tim an the Variable
- MEO-

SIR tests are not lUnited to mean tim tests but an be applied

to my tests of hypotheses. The distributions need not be expmential.

WUld and the Columbia Statistical Research Cho~qs with which he was

associated at the times give the procedures for developing OR tests

for several different sorts of hypotheses and distributions (Ref l14 and 15).
For examles an MIR test could be used In a test of the man pull-in

voltage of relay.. On relay at a time would be selected and increasing

voltage applied until the contacts closed. The variable would be pull-

in voltage ad would lead to a decision about mean voltage per unit.

The unit of test would be one relay, As the Inspector began applying

voltage to a relay In the sequence thee would be some eQ~pCted (man

or average) voltage at which that unit wilds o the averages pull in.

In most reliability ORi tests the variable in questi on is not

voltage Or 3612gth bit is the tim to fal. Me variable measured IS

the tim to fail which leads to a decision about the mean tim to fail.

The Vnit of test can be Considered one failure, not one equipmt or

relay. After any particular faiur ther IS som ejqmted tes tim

to be acumated before, on the aveage, the net failure wLl occ0W.

Therefore, SR tests can be used to demonstrate man tim to fail, as

Wall as averag bieak-dum voltage, average cure per tr*atmmt, and

ote popLUation charteristics.

21.
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E1 1 below in the bai of this d usaaim and of most of the

work on SPR teats of Vmoantial dtiona. The relatihnalh i.

nozmlised to Top the high target T. It could just aa well have been

nornli4ed to T1, but uinoe the commmr can certainly hope that the

test will be operating in the To area, the noawltita used, which

is that comcnly useds seem rmonable. The background theory and

the absolute relatimhips leading to Bj 1 can be found in AppendLt A.

- in A r In (T~ )  V(t) - In B r In (TO/Tl )/ .+ <  <  +

(T 1) - (T i) - 1 TO (To/Ti) - 1 (TO/v1) - 1

(1)

(Accept Hl aide) aAcp ide)

where

1--8
A= .(2)

1- *

t=hProducer'a riak = P(Reject %N true)

g= oCms , risk = P(Accept %MI true)

To=T at whIoh o. of ah lots vi be rejected = high target T.

T1= T at *ioh a of mah 2t viI be accepted = low target To.

r 1 *r& of failures observd to the tim being ommidered.

1(t) m&n of teat tm ma all Itma under obeeryatima.

22.
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and

T/VTo = Toot ratio. (Note i ,version In Zq 1.)

and In effect

HO: T ? To

Hl: T 5 T (Ti< To) (4)

3iq 1 is cooin' written

__ r a Vt) + rs
+- -< -- -- (5)

To To o TO

Deiso Criter-io. If the Inequality of Brq 1 in violated an

the left side the IZpotheim that the lot T is equal to or greater

tha To is rejected (Lo rejected) and H1 is accepted. If the right

aide inequality in violated, No is accepted. If neither side is violated,

that Is if the noramlized mu of all the equipunt test time up to the

time being considered ata within the Inequality miuie, no decision

am be made at the risk level. used. Me test ut be continued. Before

the next failure, V(t) could Increase mough to violate the right

aide Inequality end the lot could be accepted, but a failure voulA be

required before a reject decision oould be made. Thi am be nen in

the figure that follm. A tim acammlates an the teat the total

test time in multiples of To in reorded. Bch chargeable failure in

recorded md a deciaion attempt made at each failure md an often

betwee as desired.

23.
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9s0ojd Mtbtods. w aoamnlated time and the aoolmalated

failures can be compared to tables developed from Kq 1 or they on, be

plotted graphioa.11y. *qs 1 and 5 desoribe two linar and parallel

3ines of the fom y = ax + b. Figure 6 indicates the sort of deoim

liss to be epeoted band on those equations, AM? 74-1 gives a

suiLar plot for the AM Tak Croup 3 test (Ret 168). Bch line

vill have slope s/To *An (t)/To is plotted against r. The accept or

high intercept an the ovdinate, (tas axis) will be hnJT0 and the

reject Intercept hb/ o. aieple plots of two test histories are

sbo. After eaOh failare, increasing test tim with no further failure

is Indicated by a vertical line corresponding to the added tim. Whn

a failure occurs, the .nt plot Jms to the right in discrete steps

des=ibi6 the aCOmMIted r. The decision lies are not plotted in

diMrO steps. A deals.an can be ande at my point on either ms of

the decision lines wbere a test histoz or evant plot boppms to tono

AU (Ref 13:89,U6-137) and lL.,a-267 (Raf 1908-39) se norUlised

tables. Uther method of table' or plots is satisfactory since both

rqresut the decision oftera.

24a.
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IV. Inraotm of TOO- RNMOOO Yf-aru

Whiat is the Influenice on the teot described br Rp 1 and 5 and

g 6 of changes in the a(- and R risks and in tbe Tj ad To pMa-

meer? Thee obriously in not e grand formunla that will solve

evwe7 probla that y be ao1nter.d, Probably derivati:ves of Si 1

could be talmu with respect to the varios parmetwe to d&tewoune

m Soart of snitivity of the test to various changes. This vzl

Me7 difficult to handle *wn the O.C. cumve oalculatimis are

amed. The pumta equatim. cawing this difficaty wil be m-

timed later. Mw neat sectis Malpe the Unflumo+ of parmtr

olmees.The istibu Iois stil~l amnd ezpaumtial except dwer

s ia c idered S Moter r. For the reader not partiou.

larly interested Sn the detailed aai of this chapter$ Chapter

TI Inoldes a sary of the regale of this chapte Sn haat Is hoped

Is a ocavailmit tAble.

The s@IVe of both decision Line is a/To. &=n BA 1 and5

a = in ('0/T (6)

T_.,

260



Theref ore, the slop, of thu lines is independent of the g ,

6risis. clculating u/To for a few representative test ratios TjfTOS

values leads to Figure 7. As the test ratio Increases the decision

lines are rotated up toward the accept region. It should be noted that

the values obtained apre with Handbook 11108 tables (Ref 18:2A&)e As

the test ratio decreases the slope becoms leas and as T1 approaches

zero the slope approaches zero meaning the probability of rejecting

&w lot decreases.

An the test ratio increases, the probability of accepting HO

decreases for mny particular sequence of events (S in the figure for

examiple) and the teat is more stringent. Also as the teat ratio In-

creases, Tl approachs To. Taking the derivative of both top and bottom

of Ej 6 ith respect to TO/Tj to obtain an estimate of the limits it

is noted that the limi~t beoms TIt?0 or as T1 approaches TN, one is

the up~per limit on the slope. This is also verified in the Haadbok

11108 tables.

The previous discmsion of sampling indicates that as the test

ratio approaches one, the test should be difficult to paus. Later dis-

cussion In this paper Will shom this to be true. In general, as the

test ratio inoreaseee, the decision line slope increases and, if

changes in the h intercepts (see Figure 6) do not offset the slope

changes, the test will take longer and be more difficult to pass.

27.
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1.0

10 0.50

8~~r 0.33

2

0 2 4& 6 a810 zr
am Of N&lw=a

T3i/To a/To

0.25 0.1,62
033 0.%q,
0.5D 0.693
0.67 o.an
1.0 1.0 (thucretiosl)

a/To TIat±im with T1/N0
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!a-um 9L ianud kL o " 11 ma l0
The accept HO Intercept o n the v(t)/10 tot tim axis is hoo.

The reject Intercept it h/OT. Both are fmicam ot a.U fou toet

permoets B 7 and 8 are derived frm Jp 1, 2, 3, and 5.

h- = ' 1 1 , h /r '- ()

A good f.eture of the nom, sed decsimon relat:cnmh.p is the

ue of the a h Intercept vlues for y abeolute values of T, and

T0 . Whather the values be 30 and 60 or 750 and 500 the au normlised

Intercept applies. Asaming c. and 4 ostant, at low test ratio

T1/To the denominator of the BP 7 and 8 in large and both h intercepts

ar mIl. MAi Is certainly reamcmable. a the continue-test width

narom a declsmon in ezpected sooner. Thi is Indicative of a test

vith low discriMinatlon AS wil be dlammed later. A low teat ratio

indicate TjL mich loe than To bich in distant from the nearly perfect

O.C. cum case disoussed earlier.

MS teat ratio is ammed onstant in tu setiom. 2w reject

IntOrcopt (UBj 7) ifa & fuotion of A or (-)~.Aad a the prodzcer'

riak, deareses, A Ic nrea ses n in mn&itude Since A is

greater tan on, end the reject 3ne becoms anre neative or the

ontinue-teat regi . widmed on the reject @ide. TIS smW Sensible

29.
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mince & is the probability of rejecting acceptable or good Itms.

Am ,d deareamm, InA again Sncreaaes and the reject ]An* is

lowered and the no-decis±m zone increased.

For the acceptance Intercept (Ira 8), as oC deoreamem, dl(l o4')

(or B) decreases, 2nB becms sore negative since B is leow then om,

and the accept Intercept beomm awe positive. Thereore, "m ooL

I-mu'see the accept line mv. any fro the r m/!0 line (see

Figure 6), the none of no dscIslon is widaned on the hig& or accept

mides and there is a maile ohmce that a particular event point

will fall in the accept area.

Am A6 decreames# B decreasemi. Again# the accept Intercept

becoim more positive or larger.

Mw mp~itudes anti directions of cheMM in the latercepts

mgh be detendned and ma3sed by ta~i part"i derivattwelm Of

AP 7 and 8 as in the folloing *eIqpm. Such an ana3ygim mm

not conducted for thi apr NW brevitY, (T0/Tl) -1 Is termmd w.

1(I -) (1 4)W

30.
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VaxLAtm Of 9A. CAW

Appendix C describee a method ot allating the coqplete 0.4.

cumv for any particular tent. A simple mathematical relAtionship for

L(T), the probability of accepting HO, in terms of .(, 4, and Tj/O

in not available except for isolated points. The siplest approach is

to use the data and 0.. curves of Handbook H108 (Rof 18:2.9-2.20,2.63-

2.64). This approach ims used in the following sections of this chapter.

V!AAt4a, o 0AC._ Tj.TOO As the test ratio increases, the

slope of the O.. curve increases and the test becomes more discrimin-

ating. Figure 8 gives sketches of the OC. curvee for test plans taken

frm Handbook H108. The C codes are for test plans vith A of 0.1 and

/ of 0.1. The D codes are for test plans with a( of 0.25 and I of

0.1 (Ref 18t2.2). If ?, 3, and To are cnstant, as T/To increases,

the probability of accepting a lot with a particular T/T0 value

decreases if the T is below To. Figure 8 illustrates this. For axaple$

if T/? 0 Is 0.6, an T1/To Increases (code 0-10 to C-15) the L(T) de-

creaes. If the T true is greater than Too the L(T) inease as T o

increases.

Y U 9L 9A. with L C. Figure 9 ocares the o.C.

curves of two tests both with ( and 6 riske of 0.1 but with differ-

ent test ratios, The ouves of Figure 8 wre mutiplied by the appro-

priate T0 %1 ratio to give the abscissa norealised in term of Tj

rather than To. For any partioular test this makes no difference. The

abolute T will be the sme regardless of how it In normalized. s .!e

31.
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Code T!t?0

0-10 0.1038
c-15 o.666
D-5 o.421
D-12 o.65o

L(~T)

0.1

0.03

0.1438 0.667tre/T

Fng. 8

Varlatim iIn 0.0. v ith TJT0

(Fro Raf 18:2.3,5-2.19)
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1.0

0.9

L(T)

091

0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4& 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2
1.5

tU'u Tito0

pug. 9

0.C. Iarinlea. to T

(Frm Fng.8
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figure indicates, for a set 4 iks a the T/TO ratio Increase@,

the slop increases and the producer am obtain an o( of sq 0.1 at

a lover T true than with a lover T ratio test. Changing the normaliza-

tim m erely slides the oum In Figure 8 acroes the abscissa. If the

ormumr has set sur definite T, and 49 cuh must be held, such a

change in norn lsatian could be uaeful In determining what the oon-

tractor must met for the various T ratio tests to be coasideredo

J&MA~ca lt "a. vih:. Figures 20 and U illustrate the
changes in probaW.1ity of aooeptanoe um X Is increased to a level

as high as 0.O2 with A onistant. n increase in . reduces the

prob"Uty of acceptance for all T/T values greater than TA for

a test with the am T teat ratio. Am v< increases with ceostant

A an Tj/T% ratio, the 0.0. am vea tend to pivot about the T ,
13 point and MIS probability of accepting lots below T/AO increases
sl4htly. Codes 0-10 and D-5 In Figure 8 also are examplee. rrefore,

a very hIgh a( or produer'Is risk doee not help the omr in all

reppeots,

It m dobtfvl that a producer would like to accept am o

risk as high as 0.2S, bat if him expeted T ere mh greater then To

he might Xin ode to nehe the test tiss.

g"U SO oad uri, are not sham, but br
analogy to the 41SOMMSIM for.A variat~ona above, miii. the a for a

particular teat is Increamed, the 0.0. cur.e, for emple of 0-10 in

Figure 8, would Pivot about the L(T) equal 0.9, T/O equal 1 point

and the L(T) for T less tha To wl increase. For - greater than To

31..
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0.

L(T) 141-I .1
C-15 0.666
C-17 04413

0.1

0.5 1.0 TA 0O

Fig. 10

Vaa±ati of 0.C, vith T1I/T~l0, o of 0.1
(Data from Ref 18:2.,2,2,13)

L(T) - 37

0.5 1.0 T/TO

Fig.Un

Variatimi of 0.C. with T1/TO c< of 0.25
(Data fri. Ref 16:2.282.17)
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the probability of .. ceptmice, L(T), would decrease. Therefore$ the

producer has an interest in holdiftg 4 within reasonable limits whien

his product in very good*

Vie arose effects of a high 4 increasing the effective .'(

above To and of a bigh .. increasing the effeotive/I belowvw

diminised bit they do exist and am help the desire for reasonable

aoqwgod-es un both sides are illIng to admi~t the arose effects

exist.

IMI~tI S fL Anmsz DUM Nmbe
A Characteristic of mny SPR test that is of zmajor interest is

the ezpected or average failure nuber before a decision in reached,

AMl In Sequential tests in Uhch the unit of tost is an item not a

failure, suh as tests of fraction defective, this is the ASK or aver-

age sample number., An amtioned proviously, In maon tim tests each

speimen or unit of test am be considered one failure. Appendix D

gives the equations that am be used to develop the All for the tests

mid for various T/T% Values. The relationships involve L(T) which is

derived from a pair of parametric equations (Bee Appendix c), *Thi

creates difficulty In developing a simple mathematical, relationshi

for the AIN mid the related exipected test tim in term of the four

test-defining parameters, TI,4,1, and To (or Tj/T0 ). liuibook

M108 (Ref 18:2.63-2.65) gives values of All (termed J30 (r) in that

reference) for aMY 511 tests. These are recoimmnded for wse,

36.
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A, L AM with u/be Figures 12 and 13 indicate that

for A and IS constant, an the T1/T0 ratio increases, for any partic-

ular true T/TO, the AFN increases. Ors as the disorimination of the

test goes up., the epeted failures go up,

119WACI 2L AM wit "d. If Too Is essentially constant

(for exampmee C-1S and D-12 in Figures 12 and 3) and ,o decreases

(iure 13 to Figure 12) the AN wil increase. Higher assurance that

To quality item wiU not be rejected requires awe testing. A decrease

in A is not so obvious from the figures but, as eplained earlier,

and as suggested by AP 74-1 (ROf 16,:3), an increase in /3 is equir-

alent to a lover T1/T0 ratio test at the saow 4 risk. Therefore, a

decrease in A can be represented by n increse in the Ti/TO cr've

used. Again, the AIM increases for a greater assurance that item as

bad aS T1 Vi not be accepted or for a decrease In /.

M&Xlxm AM. It should be noted that the iAxd. AIN for any

one test occurs uhn T lies between T1 and To in the vicinity of a

(see S 5,6). Th.refore, If the true T of the it m am rfasoably

be estifated, the test selected doul not place that T mar a. This

would be deliberately Maing for the lMest test possible.

It wM beefit no e to set T1 above the ezpected T. The con-

sr il soeldam benefAt fr m re~eotim of the bulk of the prodt

Subodttedo If the T, needed vere actually higher then the T possible

to produce end T1 could not be reduced, then sreening InspctAn or

saw other fom of 100 % srtIng should be conidered. A sequential

teat Oannot qWade the quality subitted any more than my other test

37.
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50 ~8is 0.1

kpot-ed Tito
N-- --- 0-73, C-17

Oo.f66, c..i

0.512, C-i
___________ ____ ____ ___0.3709 C-7

0.5 1 .0

Variaion of APS with Td/TomOcof 0.1
Dats from Ref 18s2.69)

AP/ 0.800 D-17

25 
0.737s D-3S

0.650, DUI2

0.5 06, D-8

0.5 1.0
Fig. :3.3

Vaz'atciu of AFN with TI/TO oC of 0.25
(Data fro Ref 18s2.64)
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am. It mn give informatimn at a minim cost, and it can provide

incentive to the producer not to reduce quality excessively through

over-diligent cost-reduction program.

In general, the T expected should be above To or at most slightly

below it depandiog on the preference of the producer to tabs or avoid

risl and on the consumer'a desire for & short or lang test. A long

test my provide awte informatin on the equipmit but it wil prob-

ably delay delivery.

ft AMl. A indicated byv figures 12 and 13 a WIne AIR

occurs uh- the equipment is very poor or very good. This arees with

the general coanept of a sequential tes. If the first 17 wilnuts

saxpled frm cue be wre good the probability that the *ole beg

ws good would certainly be wUh hge than if 17 of 25 --e good.

If the eqMUMpt shows very good or very bad T the test can be out

h1ort. Thusp a faster test occurs W= the true T Is outside the T,

to To band.

Appendix D indicates that the expeoted waiting tim for a decisiom

Is a direct function of the AN and is quite direct *en failed item

are replaced or r tred and returned to the test soon. It is dLfficult

to state *mtlIY how mah off-test tim In repair is too mach, but a

down time of 5 % or les of the operating tim shoud not came an

error ame thu the other estimates cue, This figure is admttedly

subjective and should be investigated cn indaiual tests if it qppe

39.
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troubawae.

The earn ocmiante that applied to the AI apply to o

the gum of the expiected waitig time in imltiples of To, An o

incroaseas the witing tim Inoreases. Am o4 or 6 risk decrems,

the waiting tim increse - Figures 14 and 15, an could be expected,

ae @dllar in forn to thoee for AIM versus T/T0 except the influence

of Increasing T tomb to reduce the drop off of V(t)/ o above To. The

reduction in test tin ia etil apreciable., however. The naxim=

exected wating or test tim In again when T true is betwen T1 and

To and near Be

mwgazni~ m 1 The reduction P, teat time ad therefore
in test costs ehould act am a strong incentive an the producer to pro-

duce itm with T grester the T0 . at oouree, it also gqpp2e. Ino-

t:ve for bim to agre to the louet To possible. The reduction for

various T greater then To wm not calculated for this psper. AMp 74-1

(Ref 16:11) indicates that for ACU Task roup 3 tests, where Tl/f

is 0,667, if the true T in twice TO, the exected teat tim in on the

order of one third the expooted test time when true T in To, Figure 14

indicates that the savings will be eapec i ml if teets of high

dinorin ation or high T/T 0 ratice are used. Figure 1, indicates that

the savizig wMl. be leam at high v4 tests.

YAIU 9L 1 M~ ts SM IMLI &h. a
If the dixtribution of failures in &otu& epential din-

tribated the nuber of squUimnta, n, put on test should have no effect

40.
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50 From Ref 16:11)____

~oted 4at 0.1

V(T )/tr TJO

&M ~of
Total 25073
Test Tm
In
Multipleso.6
of T

0.5 Fi. 110 true T/T0

Variation of Toat Timw with Tj./To, 0'. at 0.1
(From Ref 18:2,64 data and TW~ fl)

50- 13-----, at 0. 1

0.73 7

0.650

0.506

Fig. 15 t~aT/TO

Variatian of Teat Tim with Tj/TOq of, at 0.25

(From go 8,2 aa
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an the test other than to reduce the ealndar waiting time i n in

large. For a particular lot, the sum of the teat or waiting time an

all equipnta should be the saen regardless of the alse of n. The

tests considered in this paper are primarily concerned with smal n

samples nd mall lots. The problems of sampling as covered by the

productim tet procedures of A Task OGro #3 (Rof 13s167-174.,181-

190) are not covered, Currently, an relatively amll lots the only

reaonable approach seem to be to mmo that the few item that cm

be placed on teat truly represent the lot whl adding whatever requir-

ments seem practical to Increase the probability that the amWptimn

Is true.

There is, of cours the very real risk that the distribuon is

not exponential. This ection in the only one in this paper considering

a no-oVonential distribution. The distribution may have an Increasing

or a decreasing failure rate ith tine such as the W1ibull distributions

described by Techncaol Reports m-3, -4, and -6 (Ref 20, 21, 22). A

decreaming failure rate could be found for sans parts, but in equIp-

mMts it would probably Indicate Inadequate burnin or debugging by

the producer before the item wre subitted for test. If the falaueo

rate were truly decre swing th time, a large n on test would men

that the T seen by the test would tend to be short. Fever ite on

test wculd give the LteM tim to get out to the longer T life period.

142*



The more probable variation fram exponmntial will be a failure

rate increasing with time. If n were large, the mwu of test hours for

all n items would accumulate rapidly and the text would in effect see

a low failure rate or high T. The probability of accepting equipment

that would sem poor in later life would be highs Low n would stretch

the teat time on each item so the higher failure rate period could be

seen* Usually, there will be for from an abundance of equiuuents

available for reliability test. A mall n will at least tend to reduce

the increasing failure rate problan, but a small n can also reduce the

probablity that the sample truly represents the total lot being pRe-

smnted for acceptance.

Since large amunts of data are usually needed to determine

with any high degree of confidence the true distribution of a papu-

l-ation, it will Probably be difficult to establish tests for new

equintawith my high degree of assurance that the distribution

Mssumtins are sounds When no data are available Indicating other-

wise, the eWOnential distribution seemi a reasonable amwition. It

could be Said that it taLke the middle ground if the distribution is
com1Pletely imIkown., it greatly simplifies cialculations, uaoh work

using the ezponential assumption that has beon done in operstions

research and telepoe System, and as Vatein points Out It allow

app.icatiLon Of the well developed Poissen process (Ref 7:12). 4wains

work on teats to determine if asuMption of the e~cne8ntial distribu-

tion is valid IS an excellent reference for methods to be applied

430
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during or after a test (Rf 10).

3h a' SI test there exists the possibility that the test might

term nate only after a lw4 tim regardIes of the oc 4, Tj /I para-

aters. Usually, the probability that an SPa test Will tersdate

before an equvalent cmontional test (same .( and 3 ) is on the

order of 80 $, but a particular test sequnce could woader about in

the no decisin sons. It is suggested that the procedures of flud-

book I208 be used in specifying trunoation points which cut-off or

stop the test at s8 ombination of test tim and failures whe the

tim has grosly exceeded that eqpeoted. The convenience of the pro-

Oedure is ne more advantage in using ff18 KMOf 18:2.58.2.6o,2.62).

It is beleved that a procedure to sNiqpifY Q&aluations of A and

40 risks at uch earlier truncatin points would be usefu, but this

Nis not attempted for this par.

4~4.
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V. Test Costs Selacti r ou

8a relationsh p betwemen teat cost or timm and the T)/T 0 test

ratio could be veTry helpful in selecting a good test plan for each

particular problm (the ter optim teat is avoided since an optim

teat based on rough estimates seem m l ly) The SR teat plan data

of Handbook E108 (Ref 18) seems to have been based an the methods

described in this ppers so data from that handbook were ued as a

starting point.

Rg3&tiuashjit PA 129 M LO Za/IO
In attuqtIng to find a relationship between the esqpected teat

tim and the test ratio it seem reaonable to assem that few con-

tractors will be pleased about an o( risk reater then 0.1. As pre-

vioMIY discussed, evet if the canmur ostirmtes a T1 point at 13

other than 0.1, the test can be described by some other T1 or T/ 0

at 13 equal to 0.1. Therefore, the Code C test plans of Hudbook H108

We used. These plans and the associated 0.C. ourves set 0< at 0.1

at To and 46 at 0.1 at T, (Ref 18,2013-2.16,2.64).

The AIN value for T equal to Ti. as and T0 were read fm BRmd-

book .0 for various teat plans. That data and the data resultin

frCU the procedure described below "pear In Apendix 3. UsLng the

relationsh of V(t)/! o to AN described in Appendix D, th tim

V(t)/ Va calculated. That avrage acmlaed test tim in mLltiplee

145.
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of To verau the T1/T0 is sketched in Figure 16. An could be noted

from igues 14 and 15, if the T true is equal to TI, the expeoted

teat tim in shorteat of the three oases ocmidered. If true T is

equal to a, the sppe factor, the test ti.. is longeat.

ahe shape of Figure 16 indicate. an exonential relatiamship.

The regreaion method used in, described in Appendix B. Probably due

to the TO/Ti - 1 term in the ie-al-tiea governing the SPM teat.

the relationship doe not seem eVpential over the entire range.

However, the oaloulations indicate that for a T1/TO rang of approx-

irtely 0.26 to 0.72 the regression equation below holds within

plus or milnua 7 %.

((7(Te o) -
17)

This relationship gives the expected time to reach a deciaion

in atiple of To uhen the true T in To as a funotion of the teat

ratio TJTO. To seemied a reasonable comlrowli T to use as an approx-

mtim of the T to expect. VWIg the curve for T equal to a (a tm

in Figure 16) seemd pesimstic. It could be hoped that the average

teat did not face thia high test tim conditim. If, on the average,

T1 in true, both the producer and the conummer will be in deeper

trouble than log teat time. Te producer will experi nce a rejectin

rate of 10(1 -6d) % of production. Irn onmr will reoeive poor

item primrily md not my of even thew. To the target

1.6
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Point "t *Ah the producer u11 PrObffb3Y aIM- Figure 17 shown the

rreseimi plot Of Bq 11.

Fron the repeassime it sevin that am@ relatively sipple rela-

tl mhip can be Obtained for the empeoted test tim as a fvnoticn of

the test ratio. If this relationship ould be cmbined. dth the yen-

ablee Of the pWI~i test praoeft% such as nimber of hours per days

Shifts per day, dap par mmth, test facilities per units and the

urinral othere that can change the coet of a test and the calamdar

se required for a deolisa than a test cost am a function of the

test (TVfto) could be developed. Such a relationship was not developed

fAC this pop. but mue seens feasible.

51 Naval Oduauc Test Station )onal Indicates that meo valid

relatilocip for detww'enjM amle alse is

CT = 4- (Cost of Aoepizg 'o% true)

*YL C( (cost of Rejecting RON% true) (12)

*Cost of Test or ftriimt (aef 3:17?)

or

CT Ok CA C3 +.C --Ce (3)

e is probloerto risk

A8 is OM'e o risk
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7 -T/o - -.
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O B is the first terim of Ea 12

o 0A i the seond term of ft 12

CO i test cost

It a reat]ianhIp for the above qumutit4.s In term of TO
could be developed the total oost, C?, could be adnindsd ith respect

to Tl/T0 rather thin minmi£sed with respect to no the suple aise. Ma

thi seotimn as in mt of this psp' the apl. ealso avalable for

reliability tent ia considered esmentially coutant. Whatever umite

that am be ues aailable (ih mil probably be few) will be used

am D

0 2&11. A relaticfshhlfor Cof a] 3 inte of ,IAO in
deeired. It in assumed the probim concerns a checkout equipnt used

In vhat could be considered a critical pplioat Lon sapporng a combat

vadils. The prbabilit that the equ4amut wil not tai through its

m ni s i o n o r u s e t i s o to A A

P = P(heabm n fal In t) = e (14)

The probsbity that the ombat vehaile il fail due to a oheckout

failure Is defined as

Z mP(Yicale fail/aobekoazt failed)-

limber of iuidole failures due to checkout failures

Numer Of checkout failures (15)1

fte prob"Ul4tj that the ombat voicle will fail its missio due to

checkot failure (or error) is

if = (lO)Z a?(Vehicle fail due to checkout fail) (16)

so*
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Tis Is bsed an the a"suption that the desipi of the cheomt

equpmst md the vehicle are adequate md caMatible - thit Is ibm

the oheWct behaves In lat is defined as proper operticas the vehicle

Is pz'operyr obeclad. TMiA# of ocourse, awm aum a difficult ta"k, if

Cf Is defined a the cost of a Lot mseiai, thin the meated lost

dmlm oet Per wmsm due to cbckot failure is

Ca = C t , = Cft(1 - Po)Z (17)

If the dtdtita of checkout failue m be amummd epam Ua

from 4
C a = C z(:. - a (18)

If m extimte of the cost b T eqas T, is demired and if the

eqmnt in nmallsed to To, Aq 18 beomes

- -

CB= Cfz(1 - L , ,o i

D is eqiected lost m naom cost due to cbeckout failures iA

,Is tm or the cost of acepbtg Na/ tru

Cf Is oost of a losts sa

Z Is defined bV 5

t IS operating tim of abackot equJinmt

TO is the hgh target point as earlier
TI Is the asmad acbaal T of the checkout equIpmit
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LA T1/To deoreaoe, O iin Ioreabe o ich i to be eopect4d. If To is

held coatst as the Ti decresees awre fuilures are expected* Xi 19

shoud be appropriate for the first term of Di 12 and 23.

R amil nd ost e wld be added in i 1.9 U are-

ciab]e, but for loplilt hore, it Is auumd a lost missim ocst

is muich prter.

kh. cTot of rejecting Ho given Ho Is tru could be

considered s onstant with reference to TI/To. Thee cout of reject-

Ing the lot Am To Is the true T will Involve rwuvork auts resub-

vaisioocte, and whatever valae the proacer puts on my rqputtlon

iOce. DIe cosume ioe the aty of the actually .-Apteblo

IQh mt wich might be badl needed. T a te otswi

not mory with the T2,TO teet ratio.

If Ei 12 could be developed in t of T/T, the ocavenmia.

--3 -o of tald g the derivative with respect to T2 %T and equating

to Sao ebuAl lea to the minlamm ooeto Ths procedure would in effect

equate renal ct to owgiesl gain. The CA cote would dro ant of

the 2e3atins since they would not vary with T/o. Thee costs

W924 Oblig the UNPItUfe of the aiium cst point, bat they woold

not bge ite position with x t to Tj/o, Vwic in the puazte

deyoede

9. ~ ~.The teot cast wiUl be fmation of the folloing

taut sinmf.tinz tme oaqlwty of th meemmt to be MASS the

OUTrmmta feoliee reqired, the measurement and test eqUimnt

59.
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required, the personnel sldlls required, the penalty costs involved

byr second and third shift operation and six and seven day operation,

the power required, the number of equipmnta on test, the length of

testq and other factors. For any particular n, it should be possible

to estimate Ce as a fimotimi of nt for various values of the above

factors controlling test cost. Since n can be considered essentially

constant for mne particular problem, the test time t will be the maor

variable factor in the nt value.* There in no reason to oiiect that all

C. functions would be linear, but even linear appa'oiations nade from

a few calculated cost points should indicate the general trends of

cost change.

miinm22a. The V(O)TOof Bqflisent/T0 *Therefore if
the proper algebraic mllulations are applied to xq 11 and a cost

function as discuse In the preceding paragraph, it should be

possible to obtain an e~ression for C5 as a function of nt, T0 ,9 and

T2/T0 . A graphical syproach using ftpze 17 and plots of the cost

functions with at as the independent variable could lead to plots of

the suemation of ezpected costs. The combination of C0B and C9 as In

14E 23 should indicate the minin cost point and the related TA

indicated as the best test ratio,

The algebraic work suggested above wa not omapleted for this

papr. The qscach seein feasible, however, and if devloed shoul
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yield at least a good starting point In selecting the TI/TO ratio for

a partioulma toet.

-td ftM b~gomm a AM Test
The procedure above certainly Ls far from a final mser m a

mthod to select a test. Appendix J ouitain a suggested approach to

seleoting a reaonable T1 / 0 t .t for & particular job. The euggee-

tiOn in primarily to use brute force in tr i g a T1 ft0 , rovievlng the

risk considerations of Appendix F, estimating the costs and tim,

then tzying again if the result Is not satisfactory. Hardly a sophls-

tioated prooeduro, but it seems to be the one reomunded by mah of

the literature on the subjeot. Again, it is reoomended that 1108 be

used at least for guidma. when apprriate.

54s.
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V1, Cmclusion

A step-by-step method for a guide in selecting a reasonable SPR

(sequential probabiltyv ratio) test vas desired, Appendix J gives

such a guide, As previously mnti~oned, it is hardly a sophisticated

method, but it should be helpful in obtaining tests nearer optiam

tham pure guesses. The flow chart of that appendix references several

of the other appendices and tables and Figure 17 of this paper In the

hope of maldng best use of the effort invested,

Appendix I list Dom of the points to consider in coosn

acoaptable rial for a test.

Figure 5 and simiar curves that oud be obtained fron the

methods described in Appendix D using Handbook H108 should uqily

infgutonto shom Project engineer. whiat an SIR test could do to

reduce witing tim before a test decision.

Table Is which is included here as a misary of saw o the

previous works gives an easily obtained reminder of the effect of

* chmWYgin y of the MN test parameters. It could be useful In maing

decisions on how to change a test plan that is unacceptable,

In general then, the results of this paper consist of & Seriess

of charts and lists intended to help In selecting and In modiying

spa tests.

55.
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SPR tests will an the average yield shorter w.iting time for a

decision tha conventional tesa tTe tim savings vary with the parwaaters

of the test, of courses but the savings can be on the order of 50 %9

HkAdbook H108, ft U anetrmMd Uble for LIOM

&me am U trbtn a in an

excellent refereme for varions test plane of the OIR (sequential prob-

ability ratio) tests discussed In this paper. If an axist"n military

specification or other standard does not e~at giving more teot plan

and procedore details, for a partioular teat selected, that handbook

should be used whenever possible*

Pigure 17 Indiates that there is sam relatively simple ewcnential

rel.ationship within a useful range of T~ftO between V(T0)/Tf and T/

which are, respectively$ the su of the eiected test tim in inLtIplem

of To %hen the true T (1MM) in To and the test ratio of the lover and

the upper specified limits of T for the particular plan. The discussion

in Chapter V Indicates that If the proper methemtical relationship

could be derived$ selecting a good teat plan could be greatly sispified,

Sbut that a graphical. approximtion my be practicable in *m problimms.

In general, 81 teats should be considered for reliability teats

of moat squIimente 8i1=3 equimnts for which adequate design can be

cailetely specified are another question. Commonly used life tests

involving preassigned timees for termination suh as those described

In the front sections of Handbook U108 and by Spetein (Refm 18, 9, U1)

ane certainly valid testsaend are appropriate in any instancee, but

SIR tests should alway be at least onsidered. DasvaYW is a conveient
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refermeno for a deription of the preassigned tim tests (Ref 1:238).

MPC 7i4-1, M = ___ 4mblyblti to~" uf2

is an .o..lmt ref erano. for msistano. in udftstanding and in using

Invetigat, the M~AtI=as" bem the V(t)/T% eqiected test

time and the ?ift test ratio. with the Intention of devloping the

mthmtioal rel-tIuushd-,e for afiim test oost and epeated loss

as fuotOUGs Of the test ratio, Appendi Is Dq Us and Figure 17

indicate that suoh a re~atiowsp abould be feasible. It vould be a

Very useful tool If avaiabua.

89dj proftue inltiV] salifg procedure for reihuty

tests with the tntention of outlinin the prooedure to be followed in

esblishing varims plan for various risks and productin zates.

leference Is ad to the prodction saWn procedue recmided

bw AM=U ask G'cup 3 (Ref 13:267).

Inesigte the poibility of and the pro~ai~of developing

a series of test plAns silar to Kandbook H108 for dialistam wit
Increasing harnard rates ith tim. ase Veiboll Aitrjbticm is of

ftw tiMcato Of MIR tests with the lntenti of outlining a
P&oe~ for establisW-g the rsis Incurred bw variouscmioen
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Appendix A

m i Lau ROIP-a mmn~ Paiss Gass

If the undeling dstribution of failure of a pcpuilaticii is

govnd bq a constant im tmtoufailur, rate or hazard rate, the

probability dansity fmation will be of the form
f (t,T) = A,'/ : >o, T>o (20)

-y

uee T is the man tim betwm failure and t is the issian or

operating time. The cumlative distribution frai 0 to t is the mre-

liability or the probability of me or acre failures in tim t. Ths

leads to the mU imo reliability relationship or probability of no

failures of
ot/T

R = e (21)

wioh Is aleo the probebility of no failures of a Poisson distribu-

tion with MW of T. The exponential then actually describes a Poisson

Process.

If there are n units on test in a Paisson process the failure

rate mill be in affect nt/T Threforei the probability of exactly r

failures In tim t is

P(rln/A) r aDE 4;O (22)
rl
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Therefore, the SPR or l±klihood ratio for any obeerved r in

P(getting saple got/H1 true) P1  P(rjnt/T1 )

P(getting sample got/* 0 true) Po P(rjnt/To)

1 -(nt/T1 ) r
= -(nt/ (nt/T1 ) -(nt/T) + (nt/To) r -r

r. (nt/ o )r (nt/) (nt/T0 )

rl

= (TOdT) • (23)

where test is for H0: T=T0  (T A>TO)
HI: T = T (T g T3.)a (Tl< TO) (4)

Thia, as it should, agrees with Estein and Sobel (RefS:2) and

Bsorul (Refl:258)o It should be noted that nt is the total test

time for all equpmts on test. For a replacement teat, this is

obviosly true. For a nonreplaoment teat, the mm of the various

teat timaes on the different equ1apmmta is used. !bin total teat time

ia termed V(t) In this report which agrees with umch of the literature.

The SPR test developed from the above ratio is

< < (T )JI < - t < '  (214)

1 -PO

If violated on left If not violated If violated an right

Accept H Continue teat Accept H1

'he decision criteria are as noted.
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A test could be conducted by taidng one observation (me failure)

at a tim and ceiputing the SR at each observation to determne if

a decision could be made at that tim.

Stw~i t hew fl .Lg 24i~ s oomonly nanipulated to simplify

deciuion aIdng dining the test as follows.

In B<r n (!Tol) - - V(t) <3 A (25)

n B- (TO/T,) <-VMt< A - r n (TO/T1 ) (26)
1 1 1 1

T, TO T, TO

Sinc To > 10(1/Tl - 1/%4> 0.9 Defining (l/Ti - lt as w for brevity

and T/T 1 as k ('imch Ionly called the dascr natIon ratio,

Ref 23t25)

InB-rInk InA-r Ink
<- V(t)< (27)v v

Dividing by minus one and reversing the inequalities

n- A rInk -nB rInk
•- + +- < ()----(28)

(Reject HO "e) (Accept H side)

Wi relatioshp is oOMMU eqneesed an

hl + r a < v(t) < % + r a (29)
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-InA -In B
h: _ h_ 10)1 1

T, TO  T1  TO

and

1 1

a - = n(T/g)(1
T, TO

A - (2), B--- (3)oC. 1-o(-

q 5 given earlier Is the oam2. used noximlised form of Bi 29.

te work Above Is uIXLdW to the prbymta b m stn and Bobel

(Ref 5u4) and later paper by 4pstein. Handbook HI10 (Ref 18) gives

the above h and a values nomliaed to To for iy seqmt&al t4t plans.

To check that the reject and accept side noted above are oorrect,

first it Is noted that To'i or k is geater than 1. twfoe, r in k

In poaitiveThberefore, the second teem, r a, of each side of the Dq 29

InequaltY Is positive. If a and 8 are both lew than 0.5, Whc

thmYm st be, tb A Is poster than on ed - in A Is negative. B is

les thm one, so - In 3 in positive. aefore, the right $id, acoept

H0 , Is larger than the reject aIse. Since No Is for a high To it is

eqieeted that for the same numer of failure, the T(t) met be high

to lead to acepteance of go, refore, the deeisia criteria check.
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Appendix B

Vaue

Vald (Asf 15,/l) and the Columbia Statistical Research Group

tef i4B.O5-.07) give in effect the following eoing behind the

A and B decision values and their relationuhip to the sampling risks.

The 1 k4l4hood ratio or SPR is st up as

P(get sample got/a1 t ) _ < (32)
P(get "Via WHO true) PO

The A and B constants are independent of n, the seWle size. A

and B are combinations of the K, and 13 sa ping rislm such that the

Ia'bbelzlty of acepti g H. i v No true if 0( and th probability of

accepting go evmn B , isd •

L.f N0 is true the dNUnAtow of the 8PR Ishould be larger than

the mmator end the ratio less than one. Same B les than one can

be selected such that if the SPR calciuated for a particular saMple

Is 1.e than B, the S hypothesis is accepted. If H1 is true the SPIt

should be preate than one, and at @om A larger than on. a decision

to accept H, oa be ma.

4Sy for a particular test the true SPR ie greater than A. That

1, the probabilitY Of getting a particular r events of n observations

giving SPI greater than A, since H, 1 true, in at least A time as

great as the probability of getting the em sege e hwn Ho i true.

That ims, the probalty of getting a sale that aMkms the calculated
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I greater than A is at lout A time the probabilitY of getting the

ams ample Wm the true BR s l s than B (No true). Or# stated

algebz'aioafly

Po
O> $ l> APO (33)

or

P(get MR ample > Af true) a' A(P(get SPR eample > ODL true)) (34s)

P(aocept UH1Hi true) A(P(aoept H/% true)) (35)

P(reJect %M,1 true) ~.A(P(reJect Ho/% true) (36)
Oro lnoO

P(reJect HO/H 1 true) = o- /3 (37)

and

P(reject F^AL true) a.(38)

then, fron Nj36 1-3 >A (39)

,ich gives the imortant

A (l-l)/o (4o)

Sq that ftr Mother test the SM is tAY les thn B, That is,

MY SI calcuLated from the sequence of obeervatious usidag u tAw

ample should be iee" then B. Te,'

Io

itiee B in less than esoe o in more probable.

Then, the probability of getting a ple uL.3og the SI lew

UMh B WMA the true SR i. greater than A (H1 true) Is at vors or

is no larger than B time the probability of gettng & ample .iving
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SI1 less than B when the true population SR is less than B (H0 true),

or P(get s81 sa lo<B/Hl )true):B(P(g t sampe s1<(B/Ho true)) (42)

or, P(accept IH/H1 trus):B(P(aocept HM/Ho true)) (43)

and substituting risks again

d _ B(l- A) (44)
B _A/(-) (45)

The above A and B relations are those oaumly used with the

equality sip in OR tests of all distributions* a( is the producer's

risk and 13 Is the ocamw's risk. Ald (bf 15:42) and 4stuin
Os 82*.77) Indicate that for practical applications the A and B

relstions5hi usIng the equalities yield adequate aproxinatims for

the true swPling risks of the test derived frm the relationships.

The eaffect of using an A that may be slightly too large (using

the equality) is to Increase the decision value for accepting H1 and

to spread the no decision range (oee q 24). A decisiom to accept H0

am usuul37 be Made as the V(t) value for acceptance of HO at sons

particular r is crossed by the event plot (see Figure 6). That is,

there Is usualy no exOess over the boMndarY or over the accept line

for aceptig No* UuLW there wi.l be an excess over the reject

bomdarY since the evmnt plot moves in discrete jimps of me r at a

tim a1g the absissaA the Umal 1 Ut plot. An event vili

seldm ooour exactly at the reject line. The B value is usual exact

theft but ILf the equality for B should be wug the effect in to

redwo the SIa. of the B used from the proper si., and again the no-

decision area is increased. UAin the equality signs then tends to be
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oaf* - that iA the ti'ui wi are lower than those Indate in the
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Appendix C

The O.C. curve given the probability of accepting HO (that To is

true) given any true T. The abscissa in the plot in frequently given,

as in this paper ass T/o. Ikld gives procedures for obtaining the O.C.

curves for SPR tests for other distributions wach as te norml and

and the bin.mal (Raf 5), Only the exponential is considered in this

section.

Need c . Calcuatdos. It is asumd that few calculations

for OC. points as described below will be needed - Handbook 1f08

should supply cures for most purposes (Ref 18:2.5-2.2h). If calcula-

tions are needed the procedures described in this appendix give eood

OPproxmaitions. There is a good deal of literature concerning exact

O.C. curves for the aqonential,.&Sch literature usually describes a

good deal of effort. If production is relatively continuous or repeti-

tive and if the quantities are large, exact probabilities and risks

may be useful. For estimating the parameters of a test involving low

quantities, particularly when the T expected and the T actually needed

is subject to approxiations that approach guesses, the value of exact

O.C. curves is questionable.
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good - -~itin for the 0.C. curve can be obtained from the

following pair of parmtrio equtiome which hav beow slightly

mdified for tbdia premitatiom. Fbi convenience, they have been

nasuisedto To.

A - 1
a (146)

A -B

T/! 0  = (/T)- 1 (14?)
5 (TATO - 1)

where a ow assrn my real valne (Ref 54). Aw a particoular s,

sms T/T 0 will be obtained from 31147. That T/T0 value ise paired

with the value obtained fra A1 46 using the ams s to yield

L(T/To). A winy points of en 0.0. curve as desired am be gemerated,

A emqas follow.

Far T0 I!1 eqpal to 2 (note TIT is 0.5)8 and cC. and 8 riak

of 0.1, A is (I- A)/Og or 9 and B is d/(l o ) or 2/9. From 31p

4,6 and 14? the following combinationa of so T/T0 , L(T/V0 ) are obtained:

2# 1.5, 0.99j Is Is 0.91 2/2, 0.828, 0,75; 0. ?, ?j -1# 0.5, 0.1.

SlOM Oksao IL g&.~ It was noted that the points

obtained from the above relations agreed quite, well with equivalent

points from the 0.0. curves of Imdbtook E10 (Ref 18t2.5). no fol-

lowing Ise a sarOU calculation,
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using

=O.5

0.5
/T0 2 -1 = 2W - 1 "0.828

o0.5 (2 - 1)

0.5
9 -1 2

L(T/ o) = L(O.628) = = - = 0.75
0.5 0.5 3 - 09 - (19)

ooA. A P If .C. aWroximtim points are

necessary for the purpose of selecting an 3S1 test, five points

hould be adequate for most problim. 4ptein suggests the folloing

a dmaticum be used since they are siqle and adequte for most

test selectin use. A few selected sple calculatin points have

Indicated that Handbook H108 points are in agreamnt with the points

belw, uldch leads to the infermece that the handbook vs based m

these a o i points for O.C. curves.

Table I
O.C. Apprw'axmtim Points

T 0 T, TO  Imf.

in A

L(T) 0 4 1 - 1
In A - ,n. B
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A4pdxl D

OAAI -w MUM Ittb AM M O11im :a

amdbook 118 gives AN vslme for My S teste (Ref 181

2.63-2.65). If theya not suitable, the follovdug relationsip@

given b7 ~Ieteia aid Sobel my be used after the L(T) values of

IfaddI C we obtained (1sf 53%).

L(T)InB + (I -L(T))In A h-b -L(T) (b - h1 ) ,T e

(I )I a) -- T-

Usmi3ly an All our.e qpomsted by "alue at a few critical

points should be adapate. 4petein suggets the three points bel'w

Twain1 T/'Z -k

) B+(l-A) In9
A(T,,) In k - (k -)/k (49)

-(In A)(Im 3)
l(s) k)2  (50)

(In - O) 2 n + aIn A

Ik- (k- 1)

72ef 6:11)
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To obtain the expected waiting time the equation below from

*sten and Sobel may be used (Ref 5:6,8). If the test is without

replacement Handbook H108 gives a different relationship Oe 18:2.58-

2.59).

AFNl. T (Failures)(Time/tail)
=(t) _ - (2)

n (equipments)

Whoe 3(t) is the calendar tim, AI? is the average failure nwber, T

is the true amen time between failure, and n is the nuwd of equip-

mnts on test. Maipulating this somewhat

n(t) T V(t)
"--- £ - - (S3)To TO TO

Where V(t) is the sm of the test time on all items. Therefore, for a

partiaular test with replaoemnt the AfN values can be obtained frm
the above calculations or from Handbook H108 if appropriate, and the

expected waiting tim V(t) for various possible T true valum calou-

lated eaaLl.

For example, to obtain the V(t)/T O values for various T %bin

using Test C-11 of Handbook *108, Table 2A-1 given a ratio of 0.512

for TA (Ref 18:2.2). It should be noted that this A quite ace

to the AM= Task Group 2 test (Ref 13:88). Table 2D-.(@) of Hand-

book H1O8 gives at T equals T, (Q1 in the table)an hill (r in the

table) of 9.7. That is, if T equals TI, 9.7 failures per test am be

expected on the average.
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&ino* T/T?0 I T,.u and

If T Is T0,v T/t 0 is me. and

MON 6.2(l) =6.2
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Appendix B

The sketch of Figure 16 indicates that on exponential rglatLLn-

ship is a good possibility. If true, the equation wil be of the fam

ax-+b ax (54~)
y = =Ce

= a(T/To) + b (55)

This is the expected test time in multiples of To for a test vith

ratio TIJTO if To is truly the lot T. Then,

IMq ax +b (56)
whoere

l e w a 3n yl - I Y2 (57)
xl - x2

b In y (58)

and

V(T/T o = (V(t)/given T = TO) . IN (59)
The data of Table flI were obtained from Handbook H18 jnjta

and calculatimBs made as described in APpenix D.

W V(To)/TO data from the table is plotted cu the lag aW of
semilog paper against the Td/To ratio for the related test, if tie

relatiamhIp is eperential, the plot vill be a staaigt line. pip"

18 shows that such a relationehip holds quite well. A formal
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regreusion analysis could have been rwn, but a visualy plaoed 1ine

is often sufficiently accurate, particularly wmn the points derlat.

but little frAo a line. The error caloulatimis indicate that within

the T /T0 range of approximately 0.26 to 0.72 the error is less than

plus or mis 7 $.

It seems appropriate to note here that the Handbook B208 code

C-l and C-35 tests noted In Table II are aimiar test plans to those

of AMRS Task Groups n and 3 and of MIL-a-26667 Methods 1 and 2

(Refs 13, 19).
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slope$ 3.2 - o.4

a - =7
0.7 - o.3

Intercept,

b InYb -1.7

Reg-usim t [ 7e(Tq/T) -. 7

I y= 7(T3/T o ) -1.7 = 0 7

.. y = (TO) /TO = [ • ,T)-17 31

r7(TA o )  -. 7 7(TT)

1.7 5.474

7 (T,/To) We.1)
• v(T)/T0 = . )

(r V(To)/ si - V(T)m o
, 2)/To

At T1/o equal. 0.666

051T 0 7(0.666) - 1.7 = 19.45

v(T)/T° = 18.50 (From Table M)

19.4 - 18.50a- = =0O0O12 gw5.12%1
18.50
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Appendix F

Risk Consideraticms

Table IV
Considuirations in Choosing 4 Consusr's Risk or T i

Level lowy or Ti high 4high or T1 low

If: Since:

Consumer le Application critical le Tends to reftce test
Vents 2. Item are for WPAS to time
Javei - at wyete 0011t4Sctor If:

3. Producer's reputation 2. Mkt obtain sve loy
questioable reliability item

14. Peet perforwme poor soon
5. Facilities inspection 3. otmated costsn of T,

oms doubts item, not excessive
6. Produicer's procedures Consider:

questionable In:t repairs .eoted in us.
desiui lost tim When fail
quiuty control lose of a/o or missile
rel Iabi lity plemm, or otber

organizatian, loss of mission of
Wiolesg supported system

program redmdat item needed
data feedback, use to auu fiuctiam
other *An needed

7. producer's attitude poor added persontielsuparesp
8., Producer doom not seem facilities due to Ti

to understand problem 4o. Prodcer 's reputation

Produce Biwae:
Wants lo Taids to reduce test tim

Zavel -2 2. w 1 mr in-Ia lot.
rejected

a0*
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Table V
Considerations in Choosing o(, Producer's Risk

0( low or K high
Since: Since:

Conswier 1. Will accept more lots 1. Tends to reduce test tim
wants near To  2. Forces producer to
Level - If: set target T higher

2. Itsms needed soon than To to reduce
3. Impact of delayed lots rejected

delivery of good items If:
will be high 3. Information indicates

49. Producer ast add that the true T will
too big amargin to probably beabout Too
his price to cover but the variation from
possible losses due to unit to unit will be
rejection of good items lane

Since: Since:
Producer 1. Will reject fewer lota 1. Tends to reduce
wants near but below To  test time
Level- If:

2. Impact of rejection
will be high

3. Higher risk will
force bid price too
high to be accepted
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Appendix 0

When to Use SPRt Tests

The Cobimbia Statistical Research Grup documet gives rules for

deciding when an SPRt test should be used rather then a conventional

test (Ref 1:1.08). These rules awe Included in eseeo in this appendix.

If en SPRt teat is used to teat a characteristic of items *mem the unit

of teat is aoe Items a rese ve quantity of those item. in required in

excess of the ASK# the number that will be needed an the average for

test* There is a probability that a fey SPRt tests ay give a plot wa-

derling In the continue-test zone of the decision chart. In tests of

Rm tim to failure, the unit of teat in not en itom but a failure.

itierefore, if the items on teot can be repaired and returned to test

after they hav failed, those itsis represent a large namber of potential

Units Of test an reserve far greater than the AIN, the average nauer

of failures expected. Therefore, the cost of reserve units for reliabil-

ity tests Is generally low. This influences Table VI below.

Adm~~za i~ eUm. The following advantages of Sn tests

and the points of Table VI should be considered In selecting a test.

a. Dimoan Is one of several references indicating that for

the am samling rAsk* (in effset the sam O.C. cuwv) an SnR test

will require less Inspection and wiing tim than a onvetional

test. (Ref 1:l%6).
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Table VI

Test and Unit Cost Influence on Test Choice

Cost of getting units for
test and for reserve

High Low

Sort of test depends Use SPR
on re ative coat Mnimizes number of

Total High For MTBF tests, units tested
Test SPR probably best

Cost
Preassigned tine or Sort of test depenis

Low number of failure on relative cost
test probably beat If time required for
Coat of reserves preassigned time or r
should offset SPR test test is not objec-
saving in units tested tionable, such prob-

ably best
If waiting time is
valuable, SPR test
probably beat
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b, Inspection charts. or tables are easly drawn onceT1

T0,p #., and a are selected. The charts or tables can be easily changed

during a production r~m if data Indicate that the test should be changed,

a. The reduced witing or teat tim tmr true T ia greater

than To ia a built-in Incentive for the producer to deliver good equip-

enit. This# though# mW not always be true If the test coats for a

particular itsim are low and if the trouble and coats to the contractor

due to rejected lots i low, the incentive my be negligible.

Diavnmo The following should alsc be considered.

a. )baaOureuuntu MaUt be uIda quite frequently and mobc

more data nost be recorded than in the usual conventional to"t. In son

conventional teats the numb~er of measurts an be geatly reduced.

be Reserves of units of test mist be available. Asa mn-

tioned above,, this point in not particularly appropriate for pM tests.
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Appendix H

Test Considerations to Verify for ChcotBd m

Before the phyecal and the statistical 1rvisicns of a test plan

for reliability are released or approved it is suggested that at least

the conditions be verified as true. The liste can hardly claim to be

coqplete, but they are intended as a guide to lead to more searching

questions for tests of checkout and other equipment. It is no easy

task to clearly state test objectives - it is even more difficult to

attain then.

hbysical Test Conditions to Verify

1. The oepected service environmnt is simulated or provided for.

2. Failures have been clearly defined - both catastrophic and

drift.

3. Two different decision test plans have been considered. One

for normally undetected drift or tolerance failures which may give a

high probability of oauuing complete loss of a cmabat vehicle, Another

for catastrophic but normally detected failures which may delay mission

start.

. The impedance the item sees or the functions it responds to

or performs adequately simulate expected use.

5. The accuracy of measuring equipment used is adequate.

6. The item is cycled through it various modes of operation in
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a Amanr proportional t~o its expected use,

7. Masuremnts of performance are made frequently enough*

8. Z. sts,.gi to wh~ich th, item is expected to be mwet suscep-

tible (for exanples overvoltage, undervoltage, low temperatures pro-

longed operation, electromgnetic Interference) are ayplied and tests

of respose made.

9. Characteristics that have been troubleeme in similar items

are specifica.24 covere In the toot Plan.

10. If environmiental tests of the camlete item wre at reduced

level due to mis0 or cost, at least the assemblies identified as crit-

ical or comon to any modes of oeration we being tested at realistic

eviom ts

Statistical Tent Conditions to Verify

1. /3 and T, we adequate.

2. T.1 Is not so low that redundancy or standby imits wini be

needed at the se sOite to insure that the toction is available when

needed. If Ti Mast be low duo to technaical or other linitations, the

need for redimdant mits should be consciously considered.

3. To agreed to by the contractor is not so mach greater than

T1 that the test is apparently set at much too low a T, leveml.

4. To is not greater than the true T attainable. If the true T

is between T1 and To the test miting time my be high.

5. 2we nmber of item available for test is sufficient to give

& resonable assumane@ that a teot decision wini be made within calendar
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itations on delivery.

6. There i reasonable ssurance or expectation that the teat

items vill be represetative of all equipments aocepted or rejected

by the test.

7. It in reasonable to wmme that the exponential distribu-

tin will hold or at least there are no negative indications.

8. M.aUmotions chargeable as test failures are clearly defined.

9. FaAiurs data that can be censored are clearly defined.

10. ht tmotd test costs are a reasonable fraction of the total

contract funds.
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Apendix J

no fhr or PoL~ Test Selectinaroedr

The flow chart on the folloving pegpa cannot include &II the9

details that asks reliability work frustrating. The procedure is not

elegant. A mthmtical method of attack as mentioned in Chapter V

would oertainy be preferable. However, lacldng such a tim savIng

device, smething on the order of the chart in this appendix is at

lout a starting point. Its sucoess would depend on the persirtence

or stubborns of the person working an the problem.

The approach here Is primarily that of a reliabilty enugin

being rquested to slot a reasonable test plan for a contract for

cbeco ut equipnt or my other equpe nt that could reasonably be

asumed to follow an ezponential distrib tion of failures.

In stop 8 In the chart iben the quantity an contract and the

nber of speimas or itm available are larp production sampling

plus suh as a Oef 13:167) or other shoul be applied. one

methods are not cove in this paper.
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